In 2013, Alice __ won the Nobel Prize in Literature
Love in a Cold Climate was written by socialite __ Mitford in 1949
Donna __ wrote The Little Friend in 2002 and The Goldfinch in 2013
White __ is a prize winning novel by Zadie Smith
Anna Sewell published only one story, Black __, in 1877
Octavia __ was a Hugo and Nebula winning science fiction author
Emily Pollifax was the 60 year old spy in Dorothy __’s mysteries
The Heart is a ___ Hunter was Carson McCullers’ first novel
Lord Peter Wimsey was a sleuth in stories by Dorothy L. ___
Sarah ___’ novels Fingersmith and Affinity are set in Victorian Society
The ___ Marriage and Digging to America are by Anne Tyler
In 2007, Doris ___ was awarded the Noble Prize in Literature
Jan Karon writes the popular series The ___ Years
Nora Ephron was a screenwriter and __, as well as an author
Edith ___’s Mythology is used to introduce students to Greek Mythology
Love ___ by Louise Erdrich is set on a fictional North Dakota reservation
Gone With the Wind author Margaret ___ died at age 48
Edith Wharton was the first woman to win the Pulitzer, for Age of ___
Diana Gabaldon’s ___ series became a TV mini-series in 2014
Hayley Mills portrayed Eleanor Porter’s ___ in the 1960 Disney movie
Joyce Carol Oates is also a professor at ___ University
Rita Mae Brown coauthored cozy mysteries with her cat, ____ Brown
The Awakening, published in 1899, is by ____
Barbara Kingsolver’s The ___ Bible was a 1999 Oprah Book Club pick
Bridge to ___ by Katherine Paterson won a Newbery in 1977
E.L. Konigsburg wrote From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. ___ in 1967
She wrote Nineteen Minutes, The Pact, and Wonder Woman comics
Anna Quindlen was a ___ columnist before becoming a novelist
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